
Before we get to the Newsletter, you are invited to listen to the World Puja interview with
Angelina Heart and Maureen Moss on The Power of Life program. Details follow the
newsletter, and you can either listen live on Thursday, April 10th, or pick up the interview on
the archives after Friday, the 11th.

CONSISTENT CONNECTION TO THE RIVER OF LOVE

To My Spirit Family;

Like Percival on the quest for the grail, love has become a quenchless thirst. Even in our most
intimate forms of union, there is still longing and seeking. The longing has served the purpose of
calling you to conscious union with your Twin Flame and you have been learning to create in the
Twin Flame Heart Womb from the Real (the IS that is the full, perfect pattern). We have
emphasized moving out of the time/space continuum for this creation process, for now that you
have chosen to live the work, you know it must be done moment to moment – every single now to
now. In the now, fear dissolves because there’s no future and love is realized because the past is
not the focus of energy. Instead the focus is the pure love and balance of the moment where all
things are possible. It is only in the vertical that God is realized. Other than that, God is just a
thought associated with other thoughts in a continuum.

Visualize the Great River of Love in which you are suspended, as if in a warm salt pool; suspended
and supported molecule to molecule; supported just as you were within the womb of your mother.
In this salt pool, there is space. Even though love is enlivened within the human form and
enlivened within the human spirit, when you move consciously into the Great River of Love, it
becomes recognizable as a state of being.

When masters have come to Earth, most lived humble lives, willing to be a living example of love; a
love without strategy - a naked being in this world, fully alive, present, aware, and as unafraid as
possible. In this state of openness and acceptance, they seeded higher concepts within humanity,
anchoring the vibration into the collective field.

Just as the masters, you are beginning to glimpse sovereign creatorship and the ability to affect the
larger fields of the cosmos. This requires understanding and functioning within the BOTH/AND
concept. When you create from within the Twin Flame Heart Womb and remain vertical in
awareness, it allows you to bridge the levels of consciousness and draw the Real into this
dimension without attracting the polarity in the illusion. BOTH/AND – a foot in each dimension.

As you seed your own consciousness, the initial work requires invocation and command. Even
when you take your cells into this morphic resonant field, the seeds of vibration you introduce do
not initially become dominant thought or feeling vibrations when you return consciousness to this
dimension. It is repetition of a vibration that creates its dominance in any field – hence the need to
practice the exercise of union. Whether your create your own pathway, or utilize a tool such as the
one we have created and offered on the website, it matters only that you consistently enter the field
so you may be open to the presence of Love within the Moment, in willingness to accept what that
Love brings.



It is not that your choices that are changing, dear ones, for your choices have always been aimed
toward a full realization of love. But because your genetic encodement for at-one-ment has
signaled a return to union, your navigational tool has changed. Love, from a higher perspective, is
simply a more divine realization of what is. It is HOPE that has activated everything divine within
you. It opens what is otherwise not open, and defines you as Divine. It’s what gets you to the
Present Moment.

Most of you, though capable of conceptualizing the full Twin Flame return to unity, are still learning
the practical, gradational union in form at this juncture. You may be experiencing this energetically,
or even through soul family overshadowing so you can reflect yourself back to you. But, as you
practice matching your energy to the Ongoing Moment of Creation and create from the Real, you
begin to draw your creations into this dimension without attracting their polarity. You then emanate
this perfection. You needn’t push or pull the energy, for it is not about delivering anything. Rather, it
is about embracing, encompassing, All That Is within the love that is already complete and whole.
This is how love magnetizes itself back to its perfect form, for it is already designed to respond to
itself at the highest frequency.

Everything created within the Twin Flame Heart Womb is more of the ISNESS of the One
Perfection, and the name you give this perfection is Love.

You are held eternally in the infinite ocean of limitless love, and Only Love is Real!

Angelina Heart

________________________________________________________________________

Hosted by Executive Producer Maureen Moss

11:30 am Pacific / 2:30 pm Eastern
and 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern
Broadcast can be heard over the internet by going to http://www.worldpuja.com/
 
ANGELINA HEART
 
Twin Flames and Sacred Sexuality

Tonight We Will Talk About:

• The Masterful Truth of Twin Flame Relationship. (Prepare to hear a completely different
perspective from a Godly point of view.)
 

• Why we have an overwhelming longing to join with our Twin Now.
 

• The Great Cosmic Safety Net (this will explain A LOT.)
 

• All Twin Flames are Not in This Dimension... Cosmic Connection.
 



• Sacred Sexuality.
 

• What Making Love Really Means
 

• The Power of the Twin Flame Heart Womb.

Angelina Heart is the author of
The Teaching of Little Crow, the journey of the soul

Brilliantly woven within this epic romance are the sacred
Ascended Master teachings about Twin Flames and the necessary shifts in consciousness that allow for reunion.

“Best spiritual edu-tainment to come along in years!”

To learn more about Twin Flames, visit: http://www.angelinaheart.com
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

P.S.  In addition, you may be interested in Christy Carpentier’s new E-book, which she is offering for a limited time as
a free download.
Authentic Selling, Success Strategies for anyone to shIFt your results. It is absolutely F*R*E*E*, right
now, however, she will be charging for it in the near future. Right now, she is offering it as a "gift" to
you, IF you are ready to create a shIFt in selling yourself, your product, your service! This e-book is
about evolving "the shIFts" from within!

Just click here:  http://www.kathleengage.com/jvplatinum.htm 

http://www.angelinaheart.com    contact: heartflame@infowest.com
To unsubscribe, please contact by e-mail and include both your name and e-mail address. Post “unsubscribe” in the subject line.


